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Li quor inspectors bust 10 students for underage drinking
BY MATT APUZZO
News Editor

After making their presence known on
Mayfl ower Hill during the first weekend of
"Loudness/' inspectors from the Maine Bureau of Liquor Enforcement returned on
Saturday, Sept. 19, while students enjoyed
pa r ties and festivities surrou n din g th e
"Screw Your Roommate"semi-formal dance.
Throughout the night, underage Colby
students were served summonses for possession of alcohol. By the night's end, accordin g to Sergeant Bob LaGuardia of the
Bureau of Liquor Enforcement, 10 students
had received citations.
"Loudness" parties resulted in on ly two
students being charged for possession. More
prob lems, however, arose this weekend.
Shortly af ter midnight,a 21-year old male
student ran and jumped over a parked car in
front of the Lovejoy building. The automobil e belonged to Liquor Enforcement Officer Larry Sanborne. While Sanborne was
not in the car at the time, the act was witnessed by both a Colby security officer and
Liquor Enforcement Officer Howard Cook.
According to LaGuardia,the student was

cited for criminal mischief in the incident. A
police cruiser was called to the scene in case
the student was to be transported to the
Waterville Police Department. The student
was n ot detained,however,as he eventually
agreed to sign th e statem ent verifying that
he was served the summons.
"Therewassomedamagetothecar,although
it does not appear to be extensive," said
LaGuardia. "There are some small dents and
scratches,some of which are very noticeable."
Whil e of f icer s discussed th e incident
with th e student, two oth er Colby students,
both under the age of 21, were given citations as they walked by the police car visibly in possession of alcohol.
Earlier in the night, off icers en tered the
Anthony-Mitchell-Schupf dormitory complex. Several students were cited at the party
for underage drinking. One underage male
studen t, upon being asked to produce proof
of age, was found to be in possession of a
false out-of-state identification. While this
is an arrestable crime, LaGu ardia reported
th at the student was not arrested, but was
issued a summons for both the possession
of alcohol and the false identification.
Echo photo by J ennie Record
Also cited for violations for the evening
Partiers at the f irst Dana "beach" par tywere sent home early last Saturda y.
See DRINKcontinued on p age 3

"Rea l State of the College Address "
attem pts to instill social activism
BY PATRICK BERNAL

BY BETSY LOYD

Staff Writer

Is student activism an extinct
form of social protest? No, according to Stephen Murphy '99, and
the more than 50 members of the
Colb y community who attended
Ins "Real State of the College Address " on Sept. 16. These determined students are looking to
bring student activism to Mayflower Hill.
The concerns voiced by Murphy,
as well as the students and faculty
gathered in the Page Commons
Room, were very real and close to
home. Theseissuesincluded Colby's
financial aid policy, the sweeping
political apathy present on our campus and the racist and homophobic
graffiti which has shocked and disgusted the community over the last
several years.
Murphy challenged these notions of racism, classism and homophobia in his address, which
lasted for a little over an hour. He
also claimed that the structure of
colleges and universities tended to
perpetuate these problems.
Mur ph y rea d excerpts f rom
several sources including essays
written by an African-American
professor at a liberal arts college

Science departments
rece ive $500,000 grant
Asst. News Editor

Steven Murph y '99 delivers the
In central New York , a student
activist at Harvard and his own
journal.
Murphy reminded the crowd
that "with knowledge comes responsibility/' suggesting that a
Colby education should lead to social activism.
Murp hy passed around a signup sheet for those interested in
joining the Militant Activists for
Social Change, stressing that
"militant does not mean milita-

Echo p hoto by Reed Bundy

"Real State of the College "
ristic, just very, very serious."
When an audience member
asked him what specific actions he
would like MASC to take, Murphy
responded that he wanted Colby
students to act on "what they feel is
important."Specific issues, he said,
would be identified in smaller discussion groups.
At the end of his address the
most enthusiastic activists formed a
circle and discussed political issues
facing the Colby campus.Q

to provide increased communication with local teachers. This
network lets teachers know
about the scientists and their research at Colby, allowing them
to ask questions about the work
and bring students to Mayflower
Hill to view the research firsthand.
The AIRE grant will make
these and other programs models for other schools,with money
to be used in webpage set-up
and workshops on campus, according to Greenwood.
The grant will also increase
the number of course offerings commonly used in fulfilling distribution requirements. More introductory
gateway courses will also be
offered; current introductory
gateway courses include honors chemis try and honors calculus. Other new courses are
be ing developed , including a
rob otics course.
Monies will also be u sed t o
enhance interdisciplinary studies, such as Environm ental Science and Science and Technol-

The Colby science departments have recently received
a $500,000 AIRE grant from
the National Science Foundation. This Award for Integration of Research and Education
will be used to increase offerings in the sciences as well as to
continue an outreach program
between Colby and the community over the next three years.
AH of the science departments,including the mathematics and computerscience departments, will benefit from this
grant.
The Colby scienc e depa rtment s crea t ed links w it h the
communi t y t hrough t wo
Howard Hughs Med ical Instit ute gran t s, and the AIRE gran t
will continue this work.
"H *s sor t of a recogni t ion
gran t/ based on wha t we'vedon e
in the past /' said Paul Green *
wood, chair of the b iology depar tment.
Colby has a teacher enhance"Th is money allows us to do
men t program in the local area
and lends equipmen t t o area all these things better /' said
schools. The gran t will also help Greenwood. Q
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Dana Dining Ha ll problems
cause student headache s

Colb y magazine nat i ona ll y
re cognized

BY KAREN VITALI

Contributing Writer

The University & College Designers Association has selected
The Colby Maga zine over a thousand entries for its annual Award
of Excellence. The magazine, designed by Brian Speer and Leo
Panda and edited by Kevin Cool, will be exhibited at the UCDA
Design Show in New Orleans later this year. The specific winning entry was the Winter '98 issue. (Communications)

Maisel's work labeled "Hot"
Sand y Maisel's research on candidate emergence in U.S.
House elections is highlighted in a September Washington Monthly
article titled "What's Hot at American Political Science Association." His is one of five projects profiled in the article, and his
research made the list of "Top Picks," chosen by more than 6,000
political scientists who will soon converge on Boston for the
APSA annual meeting. Maisel is on leave from Colby this year.,
serving as a Fulbri ght Scholar. (Communications)
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Finally here —
Distinctive Contemporary Clothing in Waterville
9 East Concourse • 873-4810
1 0 - 5 Monda y - Saturd ay
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Vehicles, Forei gn and Domestic
Also complete alignmen t shocks, struts , etc.
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52 Front St., Waterville . ME

A few of the images that come to
mind when one think s of the n ewly
ren ovated Dana Dining Hall are
spaciou s booths, lots of win dows
and hip music quietly playin g in the
back ground.
But m any students a re findin g
more than a nice a tm osphere in the
new dinin g hall. Long lines, overcrowding and confusing locations
for trays and food have many students wond erin g if th e "new Dan a"
is really capable of handling the
problems it was built to solve.
"I have students that ask me if I
can take their m eal credit out of the
computer so t h at th ey can go and
eat somewhere else," says checker
Jamie Mayhew.
On an avera ge da y , Mayhew
claims Dana serves over 700 students for break f ast, and approximately 900 fo r lunch , dinner and
weekend brunches. This many
people packed into the dining hall
during such a time period often
translates to twenty-five minute
waits for food and inevitable seating limitations.
In addition to overcrowding,Dana's
food selection hasbecome more limited
Last year,weekend brunch included the
weekly breakfast items as well as lunch
entneffi.Now,though,lhec^lunchitems
,vegavailableforlmindiaiehambuigeis
etableburgersand fench fries.
The reason for this, according to
Dana workers, is a combined decision between Dining Services and
the College not to schedule chefs for

Echo photo by Helena Tuvis
Hungry students attempt to navigate the Dan a Dining Hall.
weekends.
Last Saturday night, in fact, no
entree was offered - pasta and
burgers were the only items available for dinner. This limited Saturday night menu is scheduled to
change in the future. There are currently no plans to offer more lunch
items on the weekend brunch menu.
Director of DiningServices Lloyd
Comeau will be present at tonight's
Presidents' Council meeting to discuss student opinions regarding the
changes.
Meanwhile, many students are
turning to cereal, toast or other such

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
BEST HOTELS, LOWEST PRICES. All
SPRINGBREAK Locations. Florida
$99+, Texas $119+,Cancun,Jamaica
$399+, Mazatlan, Bahamas $420+
Reserve rooms now or be our Campus
Rep.
Call ICP 800-828-7015 or

¦
I Thanks to you. all sorts of everyday
H products arc toeing made from the
m paper, plastic, metal and glass that
youVe been recycling.
But to keep recycling -working to
help protect the environment, you
nee d to buy those products.
I

www.icpt.com

Garden Island Laundromat & Dry
Cleaners
Elm Plaza, Waterville 861-8378
10% Dry Cleaning & $.50/Lb. Wash,
Dry & Fold with Colby Student ID
Open 7AM to 9PM daily
Mon. & Fri. Open Till Midnight
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Spring Break'99
Sell Trips,Earn Cash & Go
Free!!! Student Travel Services is now
hiring campus reps. Lowest rates to
Jamaice,Mexico & Florida. 800-648-4849
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BUY RECY CLED.
|

9B

HOW DOES $800/WEEK
EXTRA INCOME sound to you?
Amazingly, profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope
to:
GROUP FIVE
6457 N. Academy Blvd. Dept. N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

selections to add variety to their
meals and avoid the lines.
"It's an overall improvement,"
said Scott Mungeon, manager of
Dana Dining Hall. "The food tastes
better and the students seem to like
it better. What problems there are
will be worked out. The lines are
shorter [than last year] but there are
more people."
As the problems are being
worked out, many students have
tentatively turned to Roberts and
Foss Dining Halls, which migh t be
exactly what Dana needs until it
sorts out its newfound dilemmas.Q

So look for and buy products made
from recycled materials. And don't forget to celebrate America Recycles Day
on November 15th.
It would mean the world to us. For a
free brochure , call 1-800-CALL-EDF or
visit our web site at www.edf.org
b
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Celebration kicks off National
Lat ino Herita ge Mont h

DRINK, continued f r omp g . 1
was at least one 21-year-old host.
Even after the citations during "Loudness ," many student s
were still unaware of the jurisdiction of both' the police and
the Bureau of liquor Enforcement.
"This is a private school/'
said one unidentified student.
"The y have no right to be here. "
"I t' s entrapment ," said one
witness , in regar ds to the criminal mischief incident.
Both police and liquor enforcement officers are permitted to investi gate drinking at
Colby. They are also permitted ,
under Maine law, to enter dormitories where they have reason to suspect underage drinking is taking place.
"There are no special considerations for people just because they are in college," said
LaGuardia. "It doesn't matter
whether you 're drinking at
Colby or whether you're out in a
field somewhere drinking. Underage drinking is underage
drinkin g."
The visit from liquor enforcement officers on Saturda y may
have been prompted by events
taking place Friday evening.
After two kegs of beer had
been emptied , and with two
more on the way at a party on the
Dana Beach, three separate fire
alarms were pulled. Most students on the Beach didn 't evacuate the buildin g until Securit y
arrived. The party was cut short
and some estimates of dorm
damage for the ni ght are up to
$1500.
Also, at 12:35 a.ml, an emergency call was,p laced! from the
Garrison-Foster Health Center

BY KIM VICTOR
St aff Wr it er

September not only marks the
beginning of a new school year, but
also the beginning of National
Latino Heritage Month. The celebration began in the Page Commons
Room on Sept. 15 and runs until
Oct. 15.
In addition to an abundance of
festive food and music, several
Latino students read literature from
Mexico and Latin American countries. The literature included letters
written to United States immigrants
from family members and friends
who had remained in their native
countries.
Following the readings was a
discussion concerning individual
minority experiences in America.
Through these activities, Latino students at Colby hope to create a better awareness of their culture on
campus.
According to Coy Dailey '01, the
purpose of the month-long celebration is "to make known the presence of Latin Americans on campus
because, as it is, there are not that
many. A lot of people forget diversity on campus."
National Latino Heritage Month
is an opportunity to work toward
this goal near the beginning of the
school year.
"If the students who have Latino
heritage don't get involved, then
wh y should the restof thestudents?"
said Maria Gonzales '01. "It is a
national thing, but a small group of
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Jessica Torres '00 participates
the 1,800 Colby kids [attended the
celebration]."
However, one of the problems is
that the month coincides with the
start of the school year, according to
event organizers Geri Roseboro,associate dean of students for intercultural affairs, and Spanish Professor Priscilla Doel.
"Especially since it comes so
earl y in the year, a lot of groups are
not up and running yet," said Doel.
But that has not stopped the
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Echo photo by Tim Persinko

in Lati no Heritage Month
organization of events recognizing Latino culture. Roseboro and
Doel will host a discussion on
Oct. 7 with Latino migrant , immigrant and seasonal laborers
from the Maine area. The State
Monitor Advocate from the Department of Labor, Juan Perez
Febles, will also attend.
In addition,the Student Organization for Black and Hispanic Unity
is also hoping to host a Salsa dance
later in the year.Q
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requesting an ambulance for a
student with alcohol poisoning.
The student was taken to Maine
General Hospital 's Thayer Uni t,
accordin g to the Water ville Police Department log.
Another emergency case occurred after Satur day night' s
parties , when a 17-year old female was found unconscious
behind Taylor at 1:57 a.m., according to the police log. The
girl, heavil y intoxicated , was
rush ed from Hill sid e to M aine
Gen er al.
"I think more attention is
being paid to underage drinking because of the situations associa ted with bing e drinking
lately, " said LaGuardia.
Liquor Enforcement officers
are not certain how frequentl y
they will visit May flower Hill
in the future.
"I wouldn 't say we're seeing
a trend towards coming up every weekend , but that' s also
not to say we won 't be there ,"
said LaGuardia. "We 're not
tar geting any one area , or onl y
specifi c schools. Where there
is a problem , we have to address it."
Rumors have circulated
that legal action has been
taken against membe rs of the
Colby administration in regards to the underage drinking cited by the liquor inspectors. Such rumors have no factual basis.
"We haven 't been sued and
nobod y 's going to court ," said
President William R; Cotter.
In light of the weekend' s
events, however , this weekend' s
"Do rm Crawl " has been
cancelled!! )
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V^ltn ess lecture reveal
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World-renowned motivational
speaker Dr. Will Keim shared his
top-10 list> ?How to Succeed in College," at thfe-first wellness lecture,
held on ^pt ^lS.A campus minister
at OregonState /Keimhas spoken to
over two inilHon students worldwide and is a regular speaker for
AT&T; Delta Air Unes, Holt hitei *
national , Rotary International , IBM
and State Farm Insurance.
7
,
The lecture he presented however, was different from many of
the wellness lecture s on May flower
Hill. Instead of simply preaching a
certain lifestyle,he offered students
10 secrets towards achieving success and making the most of their
lives.
"Your life is one quarter over.
How're you doing?" he asked. "If
you're doing well , then don't
change. If you're not happy with
the way you're going, then it's time
to make a change. "
Keim posed questions relevant
to Colby students ' lives.
"How many of you here did every assignment last semester?" he
asked the crowd. Eight people responded that they had. "Eight
people?" hequestioned. "AtColb y?
Do you think when you app ly for a
job, your interviewer is going to ask
howmany differentbeersyou drank
in four years?"

as possible was
stressed , as
was the importance of having
an open mind
and an open
heart ;
" H o w
many of you
live your lives
so righteousl y
that you have
time to jud ge
otherpeop le?"
he asked a silent crowd.
At the con*
elusion of the
lecture , he engaged those
students that
stayed behind in discussions and
offered words
of advice. "To
some he recEc ho p hoto by Gareth Osborn
ommended
Will Keim speaks at the year *s third
books that
wellness lecture.
would help
Mixing jokes with stories about them in their respective quests; othatrocities in everyday life, Keim had ers he told to enjoy the excitement
the audience laughing one minute and competition of team sports
and crying the next. The approxi- now, for they would never be as
mately 125-personaudience seemed fulfilling.
connected with the speaker and
"Close your notebook and open
many lined up afterwards to thank your mind," he said. He invited his
him for his message.
listeners to be and the best they
A lot of that message had to do could possibly be, told them to
with goodness , happiness and "make this place better for my chilstrong character. The importance of dren than we have made it for
making friends with as many people you."Q

How to .Sti cceed in Colle ge
¦ ¦:¦ '
" .. ; 77; /^ ri:\^^ /:^/m^;T^^>b -V#f/--

1. Be A Scholar
" K nowled ge is power and power gives choice/''
Be informed. Your educa t ion is expensiv e so make t he
mos t out of it .
2. Be a Servant
''To W hom much is given, much is expected/'
Be a giver , not a taker.
3. M ake Friends W ith A Dive r se G roup of P eople
Build brid ges not walls.
4. Be A Person Of Character
" M ake et hical decisions based on values ^
not convenience/ '

Say what you mean; do what you say.
5. Be A Lover
"Abstain or practice responsible and safer sexual ity. It
is absolu tely O.K. not to have sex/'
Seek union , not abuse.
6. Be A Person Of The Spiri t
" Celebra te an hour of power each day."
Thirty minu tes of excercise followed by 30 minu tes of
meditaion , con templat ion , or prayer. Seek inner
st rengt h, not outer weakness.
7. Be' Free .
" Do not become dependent on alcohol or drugs/'
Be independent not dependent.

Pub beckons Colby students

,

.

,

_.

BY J ILLMORNEAt J
I

8. Thank Or For give Your Parents
Thank them for all they have done,t,or dr op.the« . s
^ ¦
grud ges, w^^vjf^iii^

^—^

day, and Wednesday nights fro m 7 p,m. to 11
p.m. and Thursday, Frida y and Saturday from 5
p.m. to 1 a.m. Last call is made betwe en 12:30
and 12:45 a.m., and smokin g is permitted after 9 <

St aff Wri ter
maamaamam

9. Be A Warrior
"Stop being afraid of yourself."
Stand up for what you believe in.

This September marks the beginning of the first
full year of operation at the Marchese Blue light Pub.
With students back on campus after returning from "; The only bad words uttered against the Pub
their summer vacations and studies abroad / die Pub have to do with the name and the size. Many
beckons as their oasis from everyday stresses.
seniors expressed sentiments of expectin g a
Shery l J ason, a waitress at the Pub , remarked larger p ub , enabling them better vision of the
that th e Pub is normall y pretty busy, especially on area and a capacity to serve more people.
Monday nights. The crowds , however , have been
Some seniors under the age of 21 also adm it
pr etty tame and have not caused any problems.
that not being allowed to drink in the Pub
J ason remarked that even professors and per - . seems rather unfair. Vet, most underage drinkformers at Colb y have fre quented the Pub and ers seein to understand the legality issues and ,
conversed over a brew or two.
are not willing t o sacrifice their freedom of pub
'
"I th ink the Pub is great It 's a place where . wc&s brd^^ ^^
nuU k\vi '•
upperclassmen can get together and talk over a
Pub bar tenders stress the importance of
* bee*/' &fd liiira Mitchell '$9! \ , ,
drinking legally, since the liquor inspector fre-

10. Be a Success
" Seek peace of mind and t he knowled ge that you did
your best."
Be whole , not parti al.

Hours

5:00 AM - 2:00 AM

"i t The Pub not only serves beer and mixed drinks , quents the Pub and can inspect identifications
but it also serves appetizers. The cost for draft beer
is $1 for Coor s, $2,50 for Shipyard and $3 for
Guinness. Mixed drink prices range accordingly
i ' ^y r . '
rfom f3.5p to
; !{ <¦
the>9?« , • j .
\ ^l l^e Pu 1>|f' said frequent visitor ChirilS
Brad y '$>ty He describes it as "a great place |0y
drin^t; w$if friends /' poinjting out tjliaj ylt>p
;,
safe and inexpensive place to drink where
ev^7
eryone is nice/' y , y ^u\i Jt s :^» ' ;^ «;, '^y vfe
David J ones !9%, ahothei regular visitor e%
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Reasonable Rates
Senior Rates

ELM CITY CAB
Local & Long Distanc e
TimoiWemgi ~ 'Calf Us"

872-9406

672>0iQ1
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Lecamme Cuij uJ e

34 Temple St. • Waterville • 873-7813 ;

Wide Variet yof Lebanete
foodjnohidln a:

KAFTA KABOB, klBBEt, SlIAWAHMA,

•

Falafel, Tabqouu, j A
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Lah gille and Sicchitano hope to break down barrie rs of separat ion

feedback on a variety of issues.
"Oneof thethmgswiththeStudentOpinion
Poll is that we are trying to encourage people to
reach out, to express your opinions," said
Sicchitano. This week's topics included questionsontheColbyQneCard'sddrmaccess hours
and whether or not a former Colby tradition
from the 1960's requiring freshman to wear
beanies for their first year should be reinstated.
New questions should be on the web today.
As for what possibillites lie ahead in the
future, "We are also looking at doing an
academic review book, which is basically a
book that supplements the course catalog,
but is written by students that have had the
course, so you get an idea when choosing a
class what kind of work is involved and
what the format of the class is. Students
may even be able to write reviews on-line,"
said Langille.
The academic review, book, however, has
not been approved yet: Langille and Sicchitano
first want to discuss the issue with the faculty
before any action is taken. ;.
"It is really important to realize that we
have a good relationship with the faculty
Echo file photo
which we don't want -to ruin, but at the Ben and Brad seek to eliminate Colby "bubbles " '
same time, we want to give the students
everything they can get from what is being offered to ence within the Colby community, both for its present
v
them," Sicchitano explained.
and its future.
.'• '
"Other pertinent issues on their agenda have been carried
"My goal is to bring a different perspective into
over from last year. According to Langille, the idea of an this job. When the SGA is more supported by the
academic and social honor code is still being explored.
student body, it has much more weight in decisions and
"We are in the process of putting together a committee I think that's why I have to try to get out there and spend
that will look at the Colby Code. This semester [the commit- a lot of time talking to people. I feel that' s very importee!Will figure out if the code is beneficial for Colby, and tant ,''' said Langille.
we hope to call the first meeting next week," said
"Everybody has their own way of leaving a mark,"
Langille.
said Sicchitano. "I want to be able to graduate not only
With their last year at Colby before them, Langille saying that Tgot something from Colby, but that Colby
and Sicchitano aspire to use their time to make a differ- got something from me."Q ; i. .- ,•¦

BY BROOKE FTTZSIMMONS
Contributing Writer

During their term in office this year, both Student
Government Association President Ben Langille"-'9'9 and
Vice President Brad Sicchitano '99 hope to overcome
barriers of separation at Colby by focusing on student
ideas and concerns, working individually with different
organized groups on campus and gaining more support
for SGA from the student body.
In hisspeechattheStateof the Collegeaddress onSept. 14,
Langille urged the student body to work to eliminatesome of
the "bubbles" that currently exist on the Colby campus.
"There is a theory that Colby is surrounded by a
bubble, separated from the to*wnand separated from the
world. But there is also a bubble that is around each one
of us, which keeps us doing the comfortable thing and
going with the flow. Every once in awhile we need to get
out of that bubble in Ord^r to explore some other kind of
diversity, culture or something elsebesides what we are used
to," Langille said.
QneofLangifle'sandSiaratano'side^ibrthisMistositdown
for dinner and a discussionwithdifferent groups on campus.
"Our idea is to try to get five or six clubs together at
a time, maybe one or two leaders from the clubs and sit
down and have dinner with them. We hope they'll bring
issues with them; the idea behind it is to get these groups
to feel comfortable with us so that they can come to us
when they heed help 'with something," said Sicchitano.
Langille continued, saying, "It hot only gives us a- chalice
to sit down with each group to try to better represent them,
but also for groups that wouldn't normally sit down together
y r
to be at the same table."
Another project that Langille and Sicchitano have developed to increase communication between students,and .the
SGA has involved placing the Student Opinion Poll on the
Colby homepage. While the SOP has been established for
some time at Colby, Langille and Sicchitano hope that by
making it more accessible to students,they will receive more
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Sen ip r class rep resentative s
promote class involvement

Next stop/ Wall Street

as well as future employment
opportunities. According to
Yasinski, the information sessions are a great way to get a
""
*" /
Some soon to be( Colby morepersonalfeel forfhe comgraduates have already nar- pany or school."
rowed down their intended caUnderclassmenare also inreer fields. Others, however, vited toattendinf ormationseshave no idea what they will be sions to get a head start at lookdoing or wheretheywill be next ing into career fields or posyear,for the
sible inlucky ones
ternships.
who have
These talks
Information sessions are awayto
p l a n n ed
ahead,a pruare a great way to get learn more
dent next
about cora more personal feel porate
Step would
or
for
the
company
or
be atrip to an
" r e a 1
information
school. ||
j | world"culs e ssi o n
ture, acsponsored
cording to
by recruitersfrom various com- Yasinski.
panies and graduate schools.
Moreover,she said,'These
These information sessionsare information sessions are critiheld on campus and, according cal for students hoping to interto Cindy Yasinski, head of the view with [a certami organizaOffice tttf Career Services at tion, because tine recruiter will
Colby, "will give you a lot of usually expect you to know tine
information about that em- inform ation he or shepresents
ployerox graduate school that before the interview*"
might be hard to -get on your
Informationsessionsare alown."
ready scheduled for SeptemDuring a typical informa- ber, and will continue on and
tion session,a company repre- of f all year.An up-to-date list
sentative wp t*dk about entry- of recruiters can be found on
level positions Which may be the homepageof ihe Office of
availableat his or her company, Career Services.Q

BY MELISSA GERBI
Feature s Editor

BYKELLY FIELD
Contributing Writer
Tradition may label them "president" and "vice president," but seniors Lindsay Hayes and Scott Whitlow prefer to call themselves "class
reps." Close Mends sincefreshman
year, the two see themselves hot as
"commanders in chief,"but as "coleaders," collaborators working to
unite their class.
.; "We like to call ourselves 'representatives' because we're in this as
co-leaders, as representatives of the
class," said Hayes.
"Our diversebackgroundsmake
us ideally suited for the role. With
our combined groups of friends,we
know a good segment of the population."
Echo photo by Kelly Fann ing
Hayesis an English major with a
backgroundin studentgovernment, Senior class representatives ScottWhitlow and LindseyHayes.
Whitlow a self-professed "chemis- nually misses the Junior-Senior thing to us would be if anyone left
Cotillion on account of competi- heresaying "I wish they'd have done
try dork" and "SGA virgin."
this or thaf; we want this to be a
Hayes and Whitlow are re- tions.
"This year I'm planning on class that all the seniors will rememsponsible for "promoting interscheduling
the dance around our ber."
action and enthusiasm among the
meets, she
Apart from their roles as sosenior class."
said.
cial planners, Hayes and WhitThis is no small
O
t
h
e
r
low are responsible for orgatask. The Class
pah- nizing senior ni ghts, appointevents
the
of 1999 is presI have never
are consider- ing a five member senior comently the largest
witnessed
a
class
7 ing are a golf vmjtteevto assist with schedulColby,
at
day, a karaoke ing and producing the yearwhich poses
convene with such
night, a senior book and attending Presidents'
problems for
spirit
and
spring
formal, Council and Social Programany organizer
enthusiasm
a Spotted Dog ming Board meetings. Hayes'
attempting to
night, a Port- final job is delivering a Comaccommodate
Alex
Leach
'
9
9
land
Pub mencement speech.
everyone.
¦
»
Crawl and
Still, if early responses are any
"If shard to —— ¦
maybe,
if indication, it seems that most seget everyone at
a"sufficiently largebudget"allows, niors think their leaders are wieldevery event/ said Whitlow.
ing whatever power they have
Still,the two are optimistic. Their a sushi night.
They are also looking for fur- well.
first event, a senior pub night, drew
According to Alex Leach'99, "I
a crowd of more than 300, and they ther recommendations from memhave never witnessed a class conhave planned many similar events bers of the senior class.
"We have a whole lot of enthusi- vene with such spirit and enthusifor the year.
"We want to try to accommo- asm, and a lot of ideas planned," asm as our class has under the
date even the people who are said Whitlow, "but we want the leadership of Scott and Lindsay.
They really keep us abreast of all
away at sports events a lot," said class to get involved, too."
Hayes added, 'The saddest the news on class functions/'Q
Hayes, a squash player who an-
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Colb y senior spends summer hel ping mental ly ill
BY ERIN ROGERS

Contributing Writer

7y

Stephanie Crawford '99 could teach us
a ll a lesson about being thankful for the
little things in life. Crawford spent her
summer caring for mentally disabled: children near her home in Seattle, Washings
ton. She was employed by the Seattle Parks
Pepartrhent Special Programs Division,
serving as a counselor at the Camp for
Disabled Youth, an alternating residential and day program.
"It washeat to interact with the kids. They
are ju st so different," Crawford said, commenting on working with her campers, who
ranged in age from six to twenty-one.
All campers suffered from some form
of mental retardation; many were autistic, while others were diagnosed with cerebral palsy or attention deficit hyper disorder. Sixteen counselors paired up to
take care of groups of eight to ten campers, with each group sharing a small cabin
for the duration of the camp.
Thecampprovided disabled childrenwith
opportunities to be involved in countless enriching activities including arts and crafts,
outdoor activities and karaoke singing. Their
favorite activity was dancing the Macarena,
according to Crawford.
"Many of the Icampersl often got over-

stimulated wtth^
we
would have;to '^
down. .',' we had a couple of groups that were
really wild and didn't want to go to bedj at
:nigKt/' ' is^e':'saicl.-; ' r':- ' -'7 :
The campers were not the only people
who benefited from the program. The
camp's assistant staff consisted of a group
of at-risk teens from 14 to 18 years of age,
soine of whom had
¦ ' been prior campers
'
'
"*
themselves. Although the experience was trying at
times, Crawford was prepared. The summer before last, she worked at Vermontbased Camp Thorpe,.an6ther program for
children With disabilities. An English
major at Colby, she is considering a career
in special education or speech therapy,
and has found that working closely with
mentally retarded children scan be a challenging task.
She said that communication is very difficult for many of the campers.
"Many of them cannot speak," she said.
"The hardest thing to deal with is that they
almost always "understand what is going on,
but cannot always communicate...that is really frustrating."
Despite the frustrations, working at
the camp has been a learning experience
Crawford would not trade for anything.
"It makes me appreciate so many things
I take for granted," she said.Q

- -\ .y ' < ' , '
Echo photo by Kristina Tabor
'
Stephanie Cra wford '99 aided disabled children this summer '
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Colb y student son gwrites to national acclaim

djyjt§f|^

BY MARIBETH SALEEM
Contributing Writer

It is Thursday night ,and while
most
Colbv students
¦ . . e y,
:AA^'.^mmM.
y A y Aare
yy caught
'
up invtfte rush of activities and
acad^M|:s/|^atthewDavis 'OO^ is
thinicing lb^iit "the little things."
Eyes half-closed, fingers moving
deftly along the fingerboard of
his acoustic guitar , he creates
vivid lyrical snapshots in a
smooth tenor over a punctuated
rh ythm. Slowly, he unfolds the
events of an evening spent with a
longtime friend.
Hearing Davis perform, it is
easy
to appreciate
the
songwriting talents that recently
earned him recognition in a nationwide song contest conducted
b y Billboard Magazine, Some
friends nominated his song "Kansas Winds/' off of his 1997 album
For tune Cookie, as an entry in the
folk/country category. The song
was singled out, from a pool of
what Davis estimates to be
"[about] 10,000 entries," for excellence in sdngvirriting.
Dav is h as come a long way
since the commencement of his
musical interest At age 11; he

however, the poAd was ^'p ^f *^^ 'f ^g^^ fe
^
A t a u c, iwhich had mysteriously ended up flo ating
in ikepond. ^ Wf i^ (sMs ^^ September 24, 1958 j
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• Quality Vision Care
• Th&TRBATMENT AND MANAGEMENT

POULIN & ASSOCIATES EVECARE CENTER

Photo courtesy of Matt Davis
Matthew Davis '00 strums a tune on his guitar
decided to learn the electric gui- hour each night before going to
tar. He formed a band with some bed and experimenting with nonfriends , playing mostly Def standard tunings when he was
Leppard and Bon Jpyi covers. younger.
According to Davis, "I saw
Ev entually, he moved on to
s
ome
perf ormers an d said I'm
acoustic music, an d has only become serious
within the last few going to do that/'
;
His first studio experience
years ; ,y /yv
came
at age 16 with the recordDavis , who describes himself
as '- mostly self-taught ," develr ing of his unofficial debut album,
oped his skills by playing for an See S ONG, continued on page 10
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Drink responsibl y, please

This weekend was a pretty good one for Colby. Ten students
were issued summonses for underage drinking, two students were
transported to the hospital for alcohol poisoning and one girl was
found lying on the ground unconscious outside of the Taylor
dormitory. Is this different from any other weekend at Colby? Not
really. This weekend h owever, inspectors from the Maine Bureau
of Liquor Enforcement were on campus to witness it all.
To be perfectl y honest , things have gotten a little out of control
on this campus.
Colby's attitude towards alcohol has, in the past , been quite
lenient Underage students normall y have no problem being served
alcohol at dorm parties. Due to recent incidents however , this
practice may soon come to a screeching halt.
The Echo is not chastising underage drinking. To do so would
be hypocritical. College students are going to drink. We on the Echo
staff love to have a good time, just like everyone else. However , it
is important for Colby students to ACT and DRINK RESPONSIBLY. This entails , among other things, educating yourself on the
Maine State liquor laws. If you are under 21, for example, and are
drinking on campus, whether it be in your room or at a party, you
can face serious consequences if caught Even if you are 21,you still
need to be aware of the law. Many students are unaware , for
example,that drinking outside is illegal and an arrestable offense.
Legalities aside, there is so much more involved in this issue.
Drinking can be fun and a great means of relieving stress, but
everyone needs to take responsibility for their actions while under
the influence. We need to execute personal respect for ourselves
and others. Oftentimes drinking oneself into a stupor makes this
impossible. It is difficult to be responsible for yourself if you
cannot even remember what you did or who you were with the
prior evening. Incoherent behavior is risky business. You may be
the victim of sexual assault or violence.
Last week, the Echo praised the record number of students ,
especially males, at the Katie Koestner Wellness lecture , which
discussed acquaintance rape. Although we would like to believe
that students got more out of this than a wellness credit , the
repeated behavior of some students seems to discredit this assumption.
Basically, college students will be college students , and that' s
alright , within reason. Drinking will always be a prominent feature of Colby social life. That' s reality. What shouldn 't be a reality,
however, is the lack of respect and utter irresponsibility that has
become accepted behavior over the past two weeks. It is unfortunate that officials from the Maine Bureau of Liquor Enforcement
have decided to frequent our campus. However , they have a right
to be here and a duty to enforce the law. They will continue to be
a weekend norm if we keep acting like we are above the law.
Go out and have a good time with your friends this weekend.
That' swhat college is all about. But please be safe. Let' s not wait for
an alcohol-related rap e or death to wake us up. Please drink
responsibl y. ?

Pleo/e /ubniil your letters and comment/ lo:

Benefits of OneCard soon (o be revealed

This week SGA would like to tell you about some of
the details of the Colby OneCard. Last spring, as many
of you know,was the trial period for the Colby OneCard
system. This having been a success, the administration
went forth and spent almost $600,000 to have the rest of
the campus wired for the use of the Colby OneCards.
This is a very sophisticated system and Joe Poole,
assistant director of security, has informed me that
Colby even made the decision to upgrade the ID cards
from those in use last spring to the higher quality cards
wehaveright now. The chipinside each card is capable
of holding up to six different functions, and Poole is
eager to try them all out. However, he first needs to
know what Colby students want. Many know the cards
can be used for laundry and that seems to be the first
function the administration will look into. In addition,
the Colby OneCard can be an ATM card and a pseudodebit card that could be used in many shops and
restaurants in Waterville. Thecard canalso hold different "accounts" for uses in places such as the Spa (one
account) or the bookstore (another account). Deposits
can be made to these accounts so that, for example,
before you buy your books at the start of each semester,
you can put aside the money you will need to buy your

books on your "bookstore account." This will make the
process of buying books a whole lot easier and faster.
Many may have heard that the dining halls will be
taking advantage of the capabilities of this card, for
soon your meal card barcode and four or five digit
number will be useless. For those of us who have a habit
of forgetting our cards at meals, this will pose a problem.After the switch, you will no longer be able to say
your number and gain entry to the dining hall. And I
have a feeling the dining halls will be strictly enforcing
this one.
This is just some of the information relating to
our new Colby OneCards. SGA is always looking
for suggestions from students as to ways to improve
the OneCard System, as well as student thoughts on
dorm access policy using the cards. Presidents'Council
is currently looking into the wiring of certain doors on
campus that lack card readers and changing some of
the card policies. If you have any suggestions please
send them our way!
E-mail us at sga@colby.edu.

Colby 's "stand" not so noteworth y

Renee Lajeunesse, in her opinion piece last week, expressed her
pride for Colby's reaction to acquaintance rape activist Katie
Koestner's visit to the College.
Lajeunesse congratulated Colby for
the near-capacity crowd to the presentation, in which there was a significant number of men. In addition, she expressed her appreciation to the men who stood up in the
audience to show their allegiance in
the fight against acquaintance rape.
While I agree with Lajeunesse that
the size of Koestner's crowd is a
"step in the right direction," a move
towards "[a] day without rape," I
disagree with herstatementthat "the
response of these men in the audience made it clear that they just
won't accept rape anymore."
Standing amongst huge groups
of dudes is easy.
Feminist scholar Vicki Spelman
of Smith College refers to actions of
this sort by privileged people, in

this case the men of the audience, as
"exploiting another's experience."
Spelman writes that ^'[sleeing oneself as deeply disfigured by privilege, and desiring to do something
about it,may be impossible without
feeling shame." Unlike Lajeunesse,
I did not see shame stand up that
night in the Page Commons Room.
The men who "took a stand" had
nothing to lose and much to gain.
Not only would their standing result in a pat on the back from
Koestner, and a complimentary
piece in the Echo,but also an undeserved warm tingle in their spines.
The spotlight turned to these men
simply because they got out of their
chairs for one minute.
When Koestner asked us to "do
more than sit," she was not asking
for us to unbend our knees. The
symbolic gesture by the first man to
stand involved his departing his
comfort zone. The ensuing "stand"
taken by men meant little more than

attendance, for what man was going to remain seated? Shame will
drive people to take a stand where
rape isa controversial subject,not at
an acquaintance rape lecture.While
standing up is easy, talking back is
hard. Privileged men have an obligation not to exploit Koestner's experience. Instead, we should use
our power to spread Koestner'santirape message among our similarly
privileged and powerful peers,relatives and bosses. Thus,the response
of men in the audience in no way
proved to me their refusal to "accept rape anymore."More,it looked,
as one of my peers commented the
day after, like a dramatic and emotional made-for-television movie.
Koestner'sperformance and Colby's
response is a "step in the right direction. " Let's hope that out of
Koestner's performance comes
bolder steps.

A mixture of old beer,gum,coffee
and theremnantsofaseriouslysketcby
danish oozed through my fingers as I
attempted to salvagewhatlcould from
a blue bin in the Student Center. Ah
yes, another blissful attempt at recycling Colby's paper. By the end of the
day, we had filled two PPD Astro
Vans withstacksofunread magazines,
office paper and newspaper. All of
which we would haul to the Waterville recycling center sometimela ter in
the week. Not exactly my top vote on
the most enjoyable way to spend a
Friday afternoon,bu I someone had to
recycle Colby's paper, or it would be
promptly hauled away to a county
landfill as it had been for the past two
years.
Colby's recycling program began
in the mid-1970s along with the birth
of America's environmental movement. Bell-bottom clad members of
the Colby Environmental Coalition
collected landfill-destinedpaperproducts and hauled them across the river
to the Scott Paper Mill for $50a ton.By
1997, Colby's recycling program had
diminished to the point of near nonexistence; all of Colby's paper was
thrownout. Even thecity of Waterville
was recycling a good percentage of its
paper,whUeColby,thepolitically con-

rect,supposedlyenvironmentallyprogressivecampus,wasn'tdoinga damn
thing to conserve paper resources.
Members of the Environmental
Coalition began to realize the gravity of this situation last fall. It seems
that the recycling director down at
PPD could have cared less whether
or not Colby actually recycled. It
turned out that the trash haulers who
were picking up our paper would no
longer accept itbecause of "contamination," The custodial crew cannot
be blamed, for they were simply
doing what they had been told —
bagging all waste in the blue bins
and carting it out to the large
dumpster behind the field house —
old beer,decomposing danishes and
all. The custodial staff was also told
to wrap slacks of newspaper with
plastictapeforeasier transportation.
The waste haulers would neither accepttheplastic-coatednewsprintnor
thecompostingoffice paper melange.
Essentially, all of Colby's paper was
left to ferment in two large dumpsters
behind the field house before being
hauled directl y to the landfill.
In an attempt to solveColby srecycling problem, members of the Environmental Coalition decided to create
a student recyclingteamtocollectand

sort therecyclablematerials.Afterseveral meetingswith the recyclingmanageratPPD,KeithStockford,weeventually created a team of four students
who received work/study credit at
$5.40 an hour to sort, bag, transport
and recycle the materials in Colby's
waste stream. By the end of April, a
good majority of Colby's paper was
once again able to look forward to an
afterlife.
Tlie recycling situation at Colby is
improving,but isstill far from being a
smooth, effective and efficient operation. Colby still has a shortage of recycling bins for paper and rcturnables,
and hardly any bins for newspaper,
magazines and non-returnable plastics. Trying to get an adequate supply
of bins through PPD is like pulling
teeth. However, by far the easiest and
most effective waytoaid Colby's recycling program would be for students
to simply stop tossing their damn garbage into the recycling bins.
This fall,the Environmental Coalition willagainbelookingfor people to
fill positions on the recyclingteam. If
you arelookingforasocially beneficial
campus job which provides a supplemental income, give us a call at x4962.

echo @co lby.edu Tra sh suc ks, re cycling doesn 't
echo@colb
y.edu
echo@coIb
y.edu
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Prac t ice awarenes s and accoun tability
This past weekend a Colby student was treated by CER and
taken to the Health Center. This past weekend a Colby student
was taken to Thayer Medical Center due to alcohol related causes,
while another was cited by the Maine Bureau of Liquor Enforcement for underage consumption, and yet another for open container violations. This past weekend a Colby student had to pick
up trash strewn about her hallway, and another had to step over
vomit in order to take a shower in his hall's bathroom. Something
is very wrong with this picture,and as Colby students we find this
very disturbing.
For us, a healthy campus social life is one of the most integral
aspects of our four years at Colby. Entering into our junior years,
a fun and exciting social life is what we had come to expect as the
norm. But the events of the past two weekends have called into
question the very nature of that social life.
Due to the pervasiveness of the Maine Bureau of Liquor
Enforcement on campus this past Friday and Saturday, many
students have voiced the opinion that we at Colby are being
targeted unfairly.While it is debatable whether or not this is the
case,we,as Colby students,must be aware that wearenot exempt
front the laws governing the state of Maine. Whether we like1 it or
not the drinking age is 21. Now many of us may make the
conscious decision to ignore this law,but we must be prepared to
hold ourselves accountable for our actions.
Laws and authorityfiguresaside,we as Colby students need to
look to ourselves in order to discover from where problemsstem.
For those who attended the Dana Beach party Friday night, many
had the opportunity to witness first hand what was ultimately
complete disrespect for one another.The problem,is that we place
the blame on someone else and fail to look to ourselves to find
fault. Grantednoneof us are perfect,but if wecan'thold ourselves
accountable for our own behavior,how can wepossibly expect the
same of others?
As members oi both the Student GovernmentAssociation and
HallStaff,an environment of disrespect for fellow studentsmakes
our jobs all the more difficult. Not only are our jobs made more
difficult,but wehave to confront the problem on a personal level.
We both see that there is a problem, and want to see something
done about it.
We implore the students of this college, us included, to hold
ourselvesaccountable for our actions while consuming alcohol.
Let's make it our duty to become awareof the laws that govern this
state, our campus apd our own individual lives.
Geoff Starr '00,Lovejoy Commons Leader
Dave Normoyle '00, Treworgy Hall Staff
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Can 't we all just get along?

greatest influence is probabl y
Ghandi,whose nonviolent doctrines
Opinions Editor
have shaped my own personal values. So, as I am a pacifist and believe
I am a caring, gentle person. in the inherent goodness of human
People often say to me, "Ez, how is beings, there are very few people
it that you can be such a compassionate, sensitive, caring person all
the time?" I don't know,I just am. I
love the world and my fellow human beings.Nothing gives me more
joy than to make someone smile. I
drive a new Beetle, and always try
to keep a fresh daisy in the dashboard vase. My mission in life is to
leave a trail of happiness behind
policy.
me wherever I go. I don't consider
myself to be some kind of "flower
child" or "pacifist hippie" or "dope
smoker," but in my version of Uto- out there who bother me so much
pia everyone treats everyone else that I'd like to throw them out of the
with kindness and respect, and all third story of Dana into a pit of
the orgas-, um, organisms of the broken glass and rattlesnakes and
world will co-exist in harmony. My horny lepers. Because that goes

BY EZRA DYER

In case anyone
hasn 't noticed ,
Colby has a rather
relaxed alcohol

I rrelevant garbage fro m a Colby freshman
BY KEVIN SIMONS
Contributing Writer

As this is only my first article for the Echo,and I'm only
a freshman, I've decided to sidestep anything that might
be considered controversial.So,instead of anything really
meaningful,you all get to listen to the ramblings of one of
the new,clueless people here at Colby College. If you find
this childish,boringor frightening, feel free to put it down
at any time. I won't be offended. How can I be,I'm just a
freshman. I get this stuff all the time.
Actually, the first point I wanted to comment on
was the openness of all the returning students here at
Colby. There seems to be no, or at least very little, bias
towards freshman. It's a huge change from high school.
Not once have I been told that I suck (although that
might change once this article gets printed)!This whole
mentality is a little foreign to me, but I dig it. I guess
that's why we received the third ranking for the happiest students in the country (well above Bates and
Bowdoin I might add)!
The ability for Colby students to come together as a
collective body is astounding to me. I've heard from
friends at other schools (not to mention any
names...Bowdoin) that the students really don't rally
together much. In the recent Princeton Review poll, we
(the Colby student body) were described as "cliquish."
I haven't seen this fabled "clique" phenomenon at all.
Students seem willing to get together on any occasion,
whether it be a party, a wellness lecture, a concert or a
sporting event, and they seem to enjoy themselves, no
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matter who they're there with.
As far as I am concerned,college life is the good life.
The amount of freedom is shocking to me. All my
friends at other schools were telling me about their
"Hitler-like"HRs,the strict rules,the loneliness and all
of the homesickness. Frankly,I have no idea what these
people are talking about. My first theory of why they
were so miserable was thrown out when I came to the
realization that all schools can't be like Bates. I'm not
sure if Colby is extremely atypical or what, but whatever it is, I like it!
Another thing that really impressed me was all the
conveniences we have here at Colby. Everyone gripes
about having to walk to the dining halls,doing laundry
and cleaning their rooms, but look at all the things the
staff does for us. They make our food , clean our buildings, clean up after our parties and pretty much everything else. Next time you're walking around on campus, look around and take a look at all the people whose
job it is to make your college life better. It's pretty
astounding really. Also, theColby OneCards are pretty
cool, even if they are a pain sometimes.
I could have done something constructive with this
article, but I took some "artistic liberty" and decided
against it. Instead, I avoided the issues at hand (like the
whole Clinton case...trust me I'm not getting anywhere near that cigar thing...I'm trying to make impressions here) and decided instead to give you all a
peak into the mind of a freshman whose name you
probably don't know. Maybe I'll become more daring
next time, but probably not. We'll see. Besides, who
wants to hear about that relevant garbage anyway '.G
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against my nature. But unfortunately,some person or persons who
falls into that category was present
at the party in Dana last Friday night,
and that individual(s) chose to pull
the fire alarms.
This was disappointing for several reasons. Chief among them is
the fact that there was a great party
in progress on the Dana Beach, the
first of the year. Needless to say, the
party came to an abrupt end once
the alarms went off. It was about a
quarter past eleven, and there was
a sizable crowd. The night was just
getting started. People were dancing,the musicwasplayingand there
was beer on the way. And then, the
fire alarm was pulled. Actually,
three fire alarms were pulled. And
that was an instant end to the party.
Now, what would motivate
someone to deliberately execute an
See MR. NICE GUY, page 12

Faculty residents provide
home away from home
St Mary's College

St. Mairy City, Maryland
A large outdoor party at St. Mary's College quickly grew from a
rowdy campus bash to an event which required local and state police
to break up the crowd, using helicopters, pepper spray and dogs. In
total, 17people were arrested,mostly for "disord erly conduct, failing
to obey a police officer or hindering a police officer,"according to the
Chronicle of Hig her Education.

Bowdoin College

Brunswick, Maine
Bowdoin College had an attack of the liquor inspectors on
campus. State Liquor Control Board Sergeant Robert LaGuardia
spoke to first-year students at their orientation about the Board's
presence on campus. According to The Bowdoin Orient ,three inspectors plan to spend the year in Brunswick to assure that all of the rules
and regulations are followed.

Massachusetts Institute ofTechnolo gy

Cambridge, Massachusetts
The MIT fraternity where freshman, Scott Krueger, died last September is being charged with manslaughter,according to the Chronicle
of Hig her Education. No officers or members of the Phi Gamma Delta
were charged, nor was the University itself, although there were
investigations into the role the school played. County District Attorney
RalphMartin said that there was a "troubling lack of supervision"over
the fraternity which had had multiple alcohol infractions.

Harvard Universit y

Cambridge, Massachusetts
A Harvard University junior admitted to raping an underclass
woman last spring, according to the Harvard Crimson. He reversed
an earlier plea and was sentenced to three years probation, but no
jail time. The perpetrator is prohibited from contacting the survivor
or entering Harvard's property for three years.
Compiled by Melissa Gerbi

his research on ancient magic with ages students to come into her
Heights residents during a pump- apartment by enacting an "openkin carving party last Halloween. door policy." This means that
Contributing Writers
While the benefits students can when her door is open, all are
gain from living in residence halls welcome to come chat, vent their
Pam Tinto Pillay, assistant di- with staff or faculty are apparent, emotions or just have a cup of
rector of residential life, has an one might wonder why these in- tea. However, even when the
evening commute that most teresting adults would choose to door is closed, students are welAmericans onl y fantasize about. live in "trailer effect" housing come to knock. Tinto Pillay's job
In place of honking horns and
traffic jams, Tinto Pillay, who is
one of Colby 's many staff-in-residence, enjoys a leisurely stroll
across Mayflower Hill. In less time
than it takes most commuters to
leave the parking lot, she can be
home and baking mouth-watering lemon poppy seed muffins
with her four-year-old son,Aaron.
Now in its twentieth year,
Colby 's faculty-in-residence program stands out from other similar programs nationwide because
of the involvement and diversity
of the faculty and staff members.
According to Ron Hammond,
Associate Dean of Students for
residential life , one of the goals
of the program is to "raise intellectual curiosity in the residence
Echo photo by Helena Tuvis
halls."
"All faculty residents have JudyLanders and ProfessorKerrill O'Neill,facultyresidents.
different interests, different
strengths and give a new perspec- among students, as Tinto Pillay as Assistant Director for Residentive to Colby students," said Clas- jokingly refers to her apartment. tial Life includes supervising the
sics Professor Kerrill O'Neill. While many people can hardl y hall staff and helping HRs coor"The program helps brid ge the imagine living and working in the dinate programs and excursions
gap between the classroom and same place, Colby 's faculty resi- for their halls. She also hosts a
the residence hall." O'Neill, who dents and staff enjoy this unique monthl y "Sunday Tea " for East
Quad residents.
lives with his wife, Jud y Landers, opportunity.
"It helps keep me young," said
The faculty and staff resiin the Heights Dormitory, shared
O'Neill, Who has participated in dents 'are '' intersperse d around
the program with Landers for six campus, and a complete list of
r e s i d e n t s is in the Student
years.
According to Tinto Pillay, Handbook. Even if you are not
"The motivation for people to live in the mood to have your intelhere is the close connection with lectual curiosity raised , there
the students. I open my door, and is always the option of play ing
I am right there." Tinto Pillay, trucks with four-year-old Aaron
who lives in East Quad , encour- Pillay.Q

BY JEN DAKIN & KAREN
VITALI
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Seasons Change. After selling all 600 copies, Davis decided to
create Fortune Cookie. Davis designed the CD himself and financed the project by taking out loans, a move he described as
"pretty scary."
Many of t he songs on Fortune Cookie are bas ed on ch i l d hoo d
memor ies , but for the most part Davis said he finds his inspirations in the little things that peop le overlook , l i ke a smu d ge of
mus t ar d on so meone 's face.
"Cer t a i n words w i ll catch me , like por cup i ne or Tab asco
sau ce, phrases t ha t people use all t he t ime ," he said. He has a
note bo ok i n wh ich he j ots d own t houg hts , ideas and the selfinvented tunings that are a trademark of what he calls a constan t ly chang ing and maturing sty le.
As for fu t ure plans , Davis is Undecided. He is currently
continuing to write and establish himself as a performer. Last
weekend , he traveled to the Market Festival in Burlington , VT,
to play for a crowd of one to two thousand.
"I get a little nervous after 400 people... after 400, it' s j ust a lot
of people," he said. He also has p lans to con d uct a songwr it ing
, workshop at the Barnes & Noble bookstore in Augusta. In
addition, we can all sneak a peak at Dav i s' work. He has
performance plans set for the Mary Low Coffeehouse in the near
future.?
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Nex t Stop Wonderla nd:
a quirk y romantic co med y

interesting supporting characters whose conversations
range from intelligent and probing to banal and cliched.
Alan lives and tries to study next to his brother Kevin
(Robert Stanton), a professional who seemingly makes
film
debut,
Next
Stop
Wonderland,
In Brad Anderson's
more out of liislife than hisbrother d oes. Erin lives with the
Hope Davis (Daytiippers) gets a much deserved starring constant, though not unaffectionate, interference of her
role, and Alan Gelfant plays a breakthrough lead in a mother, skillfully p layed by Holland Taylor. Her perforquirky and unconventional romantic comedy that makes mance is easily one of the most complex and rewarding, as
extensive use of old formulas and gives them new twists. a widowed mother whose role is neither purely intrusive
Next Stop Wonderland tracks the lives of two people as nor purely supportive and removed.These scenes between
they follow a path that comes close to intersecting more Erin and her mother are among the film's most touching.
than once, all through the city of Boston and its surroundNext Stop Wonderland is full of various subplots never
ings. Although the film'sbuildup can
explicated, and some of these subgrow long at points and there are
lots,though well left to the imagina[It' s] a fun love story ption,
momentsof cliched dialogue that even
may have helped to give the
the sweetness of the scene can't save, that serves as a break
movie added dimensions to better
Wonderland
is
a
fun
and
Next Stop
from teduim churned explain the motivations of the two
uplifting love story that serves as a
lead characters. Despite these unexout
by
larger
studios.
nice break from the formulaic tedium
plored elements, Next Stop Wonderchurned out by the larger studios.
land still does a wonderf ul job of preHope Davis plays Erin, a lonely
senting a story that is both hopeful
nurse at Massachusetts General Hospital whose roman- and somewhat predictable, without being dull.
tic life becomes so stagnant that she answers responses to
What makes this movie so different is the variety of
a personal ad placed by her mother. Erin's dating misad- characters and various moments of dialogue that open
ventures are played for laughs as she meets one hapless the film to a more serious critique of dating in the late
suitor after another, including individuals close to the 1990s.There are no guarantees in dating and this film does
man whose life the film parallels. Alan (Gelfant) does all nothing to makeus think otherwise. NextStop Wonderland
he can to avoid dating, trying desperately to get a job as a confirms a hope that people can meet in the city, but
marine biologist at the Boston Aquarium while support- creating an artificially happy and harmonious world after
ing himself and trying to keep his gambling-addicted they meet is not the film's objective. What it does do is
father from going bankrupt.
confirm a belief in happy serendipity. For any film on
Their performances are supplemented by a number of dating in the late 1990s, thaf s a bold statement in itself.Q
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
StafFWriter

Echo photo by Fyodor Shumilor

Liberty Balalaika plays traditional Russian music in
Pugh Center.

Festive Concert featu res
Libert y Balalaika Ensemble
BY KATIE
QUACKENBUSH
Staff Writer

The gray wea ther was swept
away on Sunday, Sept. 20, by
the bright colors and festive
sound s of t h e Lib er ty Balalaika
Ens emble. The group of 12 perf ormers f rom West ern Waldo
County in Maine gave a concert in the Page Commons
Room which was sponsored by
the Colb y Ru ssian Program and
the Cultural Events Committee.
Th e group began performing together ten years ago this
month according to Professor
Chri s M arshal of Uni ty Coll ege.
Marshal sai d that he met a man
during the first week of his college y ears a t t h e Uni v er si t y of
Pennsy lvani a who became his
best f riend and in t roduced him
to the music of the Balalaika.
Sin ce perf orming in t ha t group ,
Marshal , finding no comparable group in Maine , decid ed
to start his own. The group originally purchased 38 water-damaged ins t ruments f rom a shop
in New J ersey and repaired
them with Elmers glue. Since
that time , the group has gained
several members and hewer instrumen ts.
Sunday 's concer t began wit h
a lively danc e tune. The audience, composed mainly of community residen t s but joined by
a small group of Colby student s
and prof essors, st arted tapping

their toes during the first piece.
The audience ' s enthusiasm
never ebbed during the hour
long performance.
Throughout the concert Marshal provided the audience with
facts about the Russian music
t radition , which ranged from
choral village music to composers as y well known as

Tchaikovsky.
The CbWce1?tf^isedfor af ew

minutes while Marshal pr esented and explained the const ru ct ion and ori gin of the various instruments used by the
group. The balalaika , f or which
the ensemble isnam ed ,is a three
stringed instrument of a triangular shape. It comes in sizes
r anging from that of a violin to
t he mu ch l arger and de eper
s ounding bass bal al a ika which
is l arger than the pe r son p laying
it. The group was also enriched
by t he sound s of a d omora , a
string ins t rumen t of M ongoli a n
ori gin that has several varieties
similar to those of the Russian
instrument.
F ollowing t he p erf orm a nc e
of "Svet Mesets ," which transla te d m eans "The Mo on Shines
Bri ghtly," t he group ins t ruc t ed
t he a udience in a t radi ti onal
Russi an folk dance. The former
spec t a t ors pushed t he chairs
aside t o do t he " one s t ep " in
t ime wit h t he t ripp ing music
of the balalaika. Smiles
abounded as some six impromp tu couples enjoyed experimen ting with this relat ivel y simple dance .
The performers joined the
audience in the Pugh Center aft er the concert f or a t raditional
Russian meal prepared by studen ts and instructors of the
Colby Russian Prog ram. Sixty
peop le filled the room, enjoying such delicacies as Pirog, a
cabbage pic; Pod zharka , a beef
stew; and Apple Babba and Tea
Cake.
The nex t event scheduled f or
the Russian program is the State
of Maine Russian Day held a t
the Universi t y of Southern
Maine on Oct. 3. One Saturday
each year the students and faculty of va rious Russian pro gra ins throughout Maine gather
for a Russian film, panel discussions; a Russian meal .ind informa t ion rega rding jobs , programs
of study and internshi ps in
Russla.u
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The Governess fails to execute its duties
ily for whom she works. Mr.
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Cavendish (Tom Wilkinson) reStaffWriter
searchesmethodsof photographyand
subsequently neglects the lives of his
In her debut film, The Governess, emotionally starved family. He does
director Sandra Goldbacher traces the find Rosina useful in his laboratory
life of a young Jewish woman,Rosinei and soon a relationship develops.This
(Minnie Driver) and her struggle to relationship is contingent upon the
support her family in 1840s England. concealment of Rosina'sJewish idenGoldbacher, who is herself both English and Jewish,uses theIsle of Sky in
The subdued scrip t
Northern Scotland as the setting for
Rosina'stransformation froma happy keep s the movie from
and energetic Jewish woman to a reachieving deep
served governess posing as a Chrisemotional resonance
tian. The physical landscape of the
film carefhlly mirrors the emotional
one,with the bleakgrayness of northem Scotland mirroring the lives of the tity, a task that forces her to confront
famil y for whichRosina comestowork. a life foreign to her own in which she
These lives, like everything else in endures an anti-Semitic climate.
The Governess, grow slow at times,
The premise and aim of The Govand the overly stylized and subdued erness is an ambitious one,but the film
script keeps the movie from achieving fails to explore the questions it raises,
deepemotional resonance. Neverthe- devoting most of its time to the love
less, The Governess remains interesting relationship between Rosina and Mr.
throughout, and does address major Cavendish. This move diminishes the
questions of Jewish identity in the role of the cultural and social questions initially posed, and gives a formid-nineteenth century England.
The questions only intensif y for mula-feel throughout much of the
Rosina when she becomes attracted movie. Minnie Driver does a credible
to Mr. Cavendish, the father of a fam- job, both as a Jewish woman forced

MR, NICE GUY, continued f r o m pa ge9
action that is going to make so many oth ers want to kick their
ass? This is a good question. I doub t that this person (s)
thoug ht anything along the lines of, "1 am going to pull this
fire alarm , thus terminating the party down on the Beach ,
because I hate nothiftg more than a large par ty with a crowd
of peop le dancing and having fun. Ah ha ha ha ha!" More
likely they were obliterated and just had a vague notion that
they could pull a lever and mak e a lot of noise and cause a lot
of peop le to run outside. This was accomp lished. But that
wasn 't the only result. The party was also killed, the residents of Dana were awarded $1500 worth of dorm damage
and the student bod y in general was made to look like a
bun ch of belligerent brats.
The firs t party of the year at a newly-r edesi gne d venue
has to be reg arded as a test of sorts. If this was a test, we did
about as well as Mike Tyson at his last New J ersey reinstatement hea ring. And, as is usuall y the case, this was due to a
few morons undermining the responsi bility of the group as
a whole. The problem is, a few peop le can a lwa ys r u in t hing s
for everyone else if they act like idiots. In case anyone hasn 't
noticed , Colb y has a rather relaxed alcohol policy. But given
the recen t visits by the state liquor inspector , right now we
should be striving to be the epitome of a responsible school.
Instead , we jump on the liquor inspector 's car , thus drawing
more police onto campus. I reall y don 't care if peop le here
annoy each other , but let' s try not to annoy this guy. Because
if he continues to pay visits to Colb y (as now seems likely),
and continues to be antagonized , eventuall y the school will
take action of its own.
So before the next Fun Police Commission is formed , we
should reform ourselves. Basicall y, all that' s expected of us
is that we don 't break thin gs or hurt anyone (or have an open
container ). If we can conform to that standard , then I don 't
think th ere 's anything to Worry about . But if even a few
peop le continue to act as they did on the ni ghts of the Dana
Beach party and Screw Your Roommate , then we're all going
to get screwed. Q

into an alien culture and as a young
woman entering a romantic relationship for the first time. Writer/director Goldbacher, however, doesn't
give her the dialogue nor the situations necessary for a good exploration of her character's situation.
What Goldbacher does explore,in
great detail, is the story of a 45-yearold inventor who falls in love after
years of disaffected living and research. This sub-plot provides a
mechanism to explore these other issues,but the film never gets out of it,
focusing instead on the tortured relations between two people who have
different notions bothof loveand risk.
Tom Wilkinson ably portraysthe disaffected researcher, but never grows
into other facets of his character.
The Governess does have many
good points and is worth seeing, not
only for MinnieDriver'sperformance,
but also for an unconventional ending that forces the audience to rethink
the submissive persona that Rosina
had assumed. Sandra Goldbacher's
first attempt at a full length feature
has both strong performances and a
compelling story, even if the one it
proposes to tell isn't the one it really
delivers.Q
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Fall social events in earl y
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BY AMY MONTEMERLO
Managing Editor

Looking for something interesting to do this weekend? next week? next
month? SGA Social Chair Jesse Dole '99 hopes that Colby students won't
look farther than Mayflower Hill when deciding how to spend their
weekends. And with a social calendar rapidly filling with events,stud ent s
may look forward to a fun-filled fall semester.
Students can anticipate the return of annual social events, such as
Oktoberfest and Skalloween.Tentative events scheduled for this fall also
include possible visits from the popular bands Blues Traveler in November and Guster in December.
Dole is excited about the social scene on campus this semester, due to
a number of factors. He attributes much of his enthusiasm to the experience of this year's SGA executive board.
"Everyone that'sin the executive board has known each other for three
to four years and we've been working with each other for awhile. It's never
been this easy to plan and get stuff done," said Dole.
SGA President Ben Langille '99 agrees.
"We have a great group of Commons leaders," said Langille, who also
speculated about fall social events on campus.Langilleacknowledged that
social programming might be hindered by the large number of students
living off-campus. He, however, wants to keep social life on campus
"exciting and innovative."
"People should expect to see events that have traditionally gone well
at Colby return," said Langille. ?
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On the hill...
Pajama-jammie Jam
Saturday 10 p.m. to2 a.m.
Page Commons Room
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SGA Films Presents: Armageddon
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday
@ 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
Lovejoy 100
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A Music/Dance Collaboration
Sunday, September 27th
@2p .m.
Paul J. Schupf Wing
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

119 Euclid Avenue
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Sports Editor

Bridgewater State triumphed
over the Colby men's soccer team
last Saturday by a score of 3-1. The
Mules scored first, just six minutes
into the gamewhenMarkMelander
'99 found the goal off an Andrew
Wnek '99 pass. Bridgewater's Kyle
Shaves answered with two goals in
the second half to put the game
away. Colby fell to 0-2.

coach DebbieAitken said thisyear's
score of 160 was much better than
last year's 253. Points are totaled
based on the top fiverunners'standing. Sarah Tolland '00 finished third
overall with a time of 18:16. Katie
MacDonald '02 turned in a time of
19:32 to earn her 18th place. Other
timeswereas follows: NicoleNeault
'00— 20:09; Rachael Meiklejohn '02
— 20:37; Jeannine Bergquist '00 —
20:40. Renee Lajeunesse '99 also finished sixth overall in the junior varsity division with a time of 20:32.
Both cross-country teams prepare
for the only home meet of the year
this Saturday when they take on
Middlebury and Bowdoin. The
men's race starts at 10:45 a.m. and
the women will take of f at 11:30 a.m.
Gather at the football field for prime
viewing opportunities.

Colby's women cross-country
runners got their first meet underlay last Saturday when they journeyed to the University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth. The Lady
Mules finished in seventh place in a
field of 17full teams and eight to ten
partial teams.The seventh place finish wasarepeatplacingof lastyear's
The men's cross-country team
meet at Dartmouth; however,head crossed the Canadian border last
H^M^^a^M^^^^V^^^^^^HpVHVpW ^^^^MMf^^M^BIi^M^M^qpMOTa ^m-V^^MlMH^mi^^^^^M I^M-^^^^^^^^^ MWI^^^^— ¦¦V^W^B^—
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Interested inlearninghow to figure skate? Or have you competed in
the rink before? Cara Erdheim '01
hopes to start a figure skating club
this winter for anyone with or without experience. Interest will determine the events, but Erdheim anticipates,group skating activities
and possibly some performances.
Contact Erdheim at ext. 4596 for
information.
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Maine's Premier Computer Headquarters
SALES'SERVICE' SUPPORT- Custom & Brand Name Systems
Computer Classes for Businesses and Individuals ,
High Speed T-1Access Surf the Net, Multi-Player Gaming & Video
, Zip Drives *

Conferencing

from $119.95, Notebooks & Notebook Accessories
Scarining - Faxing - Color Copies
Website: www.VirtualD.com
861-5585 • 93 Main "The Center" downtown Waterville

Learn
something
new.
Ask someone you don't know !
Invite a faculty member to lunch-*
you may be surprised .
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Held Hockey
Sept23#UMF 4.-00
Sept 26 @ Tufts 1:00
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< ;

Football ; • ~
Sept 26# Trinity

SWF, senior, 5>4n, light
brown sun-kissed hair.
Seeks fun , mature guy
with a preppy flair.
Enjoys running, politics
and Amaretto Sours.
Respond to mailbox
#7296.
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- .Sept*25 @ Portland Maine State Tournament 10J0O
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Women'sVolleyball
Women's Tennis -^^ ' Sept 23 Bowdoin 3:30
Sept 26 ^ TAfts l2j00
Men's Soccer '
Sept 26 @ Tufts 3:30
'

' *
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Sept 25*26#M!T

SWF, senior, 5'l6 n, long
blond curly hair. Seeks "•';
fun , yet mature , flannelshirt-wearing guy who
looks rough and tough,
but is a sweetie at heart.
Enjoys running, writing
and Long Island Iced
Teas. Respond to mailbox
#6311.
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Women's Soccer *
Sept 23UMF 3:30
Sept 26 @ Tufts 1:00
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SWM, junior , 5'll , dark
curly hair. Seeks
intelligent, fun-loving
woman who enjoys
literature, movies and
late nights. Must dig .
fun k-jazz music. Respond
to 'mailbox #5921.
SWM, sophomore, 5'8" ,
California blondie.Not a
surfer dude, but can still
hang loose.Seeks
intelligent, athletic f e m a l e
to catch a flick at Railroad
Square , Respondto mailbox
# 5921.
Is your love life lackingf
Place a pe rsonal ad in th e
Echo for only $5 an issue.
E-mail us at
echo9colby.edu.

f Sun Thru ThurTl AiN \j rlLLv# i3| Fri and Sat ^
Op«sn 8AM-9PM L STEAK HOUSE
Opcn 8AM-X0PM
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pVednesday Night ]
2nd Pizza1/2 Pri ce
(SameIn
or or
lesser Value)
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6<« Sirloin Stcak&Egg Plate $5.95
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475 Kenned y Memorial Dr., Waterville (Exit33/I95) 872*2200
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Maytag Superwash Laundry , ^
Shaw 's Plaza , Waterville

'J ust Like Home " Quiet place to stud y .

\J 0% discount on wash, dry &fold with a Colby IDJ
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The Secret tol
Extra Cash! |
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Earn 50^ on your
fall consignments
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Women's CrossCoun ty
Sept 26 Go!hyInvitational lt:30am .
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Colby women's tennisvs. Middlebury 3-6
Colby women's soccer vs. Universityof New England 7-0
Colby women's soccer vs-.Clark 0-1
Colby men's soccer^ys. Bridgewater State 1-3
Colby women'scross-country ©UMASS-Dartmouth Invitational, •
7th of 17 full teams
Colby field hockey vs. Plymouth State 4-1
Colby field hockey vs. Gordon 2-1
Colby golf @ Terrier Invitational, 3rd of 9 teams
Colby golf @ Bowdoin Invitational, 2nd of 12 teams
Colby volleyball vs. Bates 0-3
Colby volleyball vs. Gordon 3-0
Colby men's cross-country @ University of New Brunswick
Invitational, 3rd of 7 teams

weekend for a four and a half mile
race at the Univerisity of New
Brunswick in Fredrickton. Of the
seven competing schools, Colby
notched a third place finish with 60
points. Dalhousie, from Halifax,
Nova Scotia, won the meet with 47
points, while the Bowdoin Polar
Bears faired well with 52 points and
a sec ond place finish. Wilson
Everhart '99 was the star for the
Mules with a time of 25:37. Everhart
placed fourth overall.
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Women 's tennis defeated hand ily
by Middlebur y Lad y Panthe rs
BY HEATHER DAXJR
Contributing Writer

.
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- Echo photo by MelanieGuryanshf

Kara Schiebel '99

Women's soccer forward Schiebel led Colby's offensiveassault

last Thursday by scoring three of theMules' seven goals against the
Uruversifyof New England. Schiebelscored one goal in ihe firsthalf
andtwohithesecondtono^
to a 7-0 victory for, the! women's 1998 hoone debut*
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In the wakeof last week's crushing 8-1 victory oVer Wheaton, the
Colby women'stennisteam suffered
their first setback at the hands of the
Middlebury Lady Panthers.Despite
outstanding performances in both
the doubles and singles matches,
Middlebury defeated the Lad y
Mules 64.
Highlights of the competition
included two thrilling victories by
Colby's doubles teams. The first
team, composed of Erilca Gross '02
and team captain Kirn Cheah '99,
defeated Middlebury's Jess Kassis
and Hilary Johnson in a fierce competition. Both teams displayed impressive play, creating a back and
forth match. After reaching 8-^8,
Colby clinched the victory in a 7-2
tie-break gjame. Colby 's second
doubles team of Lisa Mark '01 and
Heidi Tyng '99,played an equally
dynamic match. They recovered
from a slow start to nail down a
8-6 victory over the Lady Panthers.
ion off ered
The singles competit
yet another chance for Cheahto display her nationally ranked talent as
she defeated Middlebury's Hilary
Johnson 6-2, 6-0 Cheah's decisive
victory was theonly successful fight

Echo photo by Kristina Tabor
Tennis p henom Kim Cheah '99 serves her way to the Mules'
only singles victory of the day.
for the Lady Mules in the singles
competition.
Despitethis past week's setback,
the Colby women's tennis team,

now 1-1 on the season,hopes to get
back on track when they face
Bowdoin at home on Sept. 23 and
Tufts on the road on Sept. 26.Q
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her
goals
of
college career in field
the
Bruce
scored
m^^Po
(
hockey's September 15thtriumph o\er histoncalh tough Plymouth
State. Bruce's unassisted fcCWe earl} in the beginning pf the second
half proved to be the wowinggoat as the Mules went on to win 4-1.

Ben Powell '02

an impresPowell led the golf team to an overaU score of 326 and16.
Powell's
sive third place in the Terrier Invitational^^ September
personal score of 78 tied him for sixth pb^^^^f 45.
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SERVING COLBY STUDENTS/ STAFF AND FACULTY
SINCE 1978.

47 Main St. Waterville , Me.

873-1010

18 Temple St. * Waterville 04901 • 873.5939
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Co-captain F&elkorn guided^^^elf^ralleyBall to victory over
Gordon College at the Bates Invitational last Saturday. Fiebelkorn
tallied an amazing four aces, 30 assists and six digs in the 3-0 win.

J CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
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Women's field hockey beats
Pl ymouth State , Gordon College
Contributing Writer

Echo rphoto byy Melanie Guryansky
y
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Becca
Bruce:
freshman
star
don College 2-1. Forward
DeCaprio netted a pass from
Bruce with 6:27 remaining in the
first half. Two minutes later ,
Gordon retaliated to tie the score
at 1-1. Finally, Bruce knocked in
an unassisted goa l, which turned

out to be the game winner. Goalkeeper Jane Stevens '00 was also
instrumental to the win. She
stopped 13shots in all, including
a penalty stroke in the first half.
Colb y fired 38 shots on goal compared to Gordon 's 14.Q

Women 's volleyball splits with Bates
BY BECKY SCHECHTER
Asst. Sports Editor

Displaying determination usually reserved for
more veteran squads, the Colby women's volleyball team rebounded from a tough loss last weekend to triumph in their second match. Tenacity
managed to earn the team a split in the Bates
Round Robin last Saturday.
Colb y faced the host Bobcats in the first match
of the day. Bates outlasted the White Mules in a
tig h t firs t ga me , 16-14. But the Bobcats eked out on
top in the second game b y a score of 15-13. In the
third game, Ba t es t ook advan ta ge of Colb y 's fat igue due t o leng t hy prev ious ma t ches a n d won by
a score of 15-6.
There were b r i gh t spo t s desp it e t he loss, as
many players racked up some impressive statistics. Amanda Cuiffo '02 came t hrough w it h n ine
k ills and 10 d i gs, Reagan Carey '01 tall ied six k ills
and five blocks, and Kelly-Ann Kenney '01totaled
19 assists.
This year's squad of Lad y Mules did not give in
after one disheartening defeat. The Mules refused
to allow their loss to Bates to affect their subsequent p lay. The women's defensive efforts paid off
in their second ma tch of the day, when the Mules
faced off against Gordon.
W i th four aces, 30 assists and six di gs, co-capta in M issy Fiebelkorn '00 led the Mules to a decisive 3-0 win over the Fighting Scots. Co-capta in
Rand i Mart in '00 added six kills and six blocks. Other
noteworthy performances came from Cuiffo, who fired
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Women's soccer blows th roug h
UNE Nor 'easte rs, falls to Clark
BY BROOKE FRAPPIER
The women's soccer home
opener last Thursday provided
the Lady Mules with much to be
excited about. In only the second-ever meeting of the two
teams, Colby shut out the University of New England
Nor'easters 7-0.
Colby was quick to score.
Only minutes into the first half ,
Carolyn Szum '01 put the first
goal on the board. Twenty-three
seconds later,Kara Schiebel '99
ran down the field in a
breakaway play to put the
Mules up 2-0. She scored again
midway through the half with
a goal off of an impressive team
effort near the net. Schiebel
completed her hat trick minutes into the second half ,bringing the score to 4-0.
Colby spent nearly the entire
a
m
g e on the offens ive end of the
field . Their goal chances were increased with constant shots on
the net and overall aggressivenessby the entire team. The Lady
Mules f ired 28 shots on goal to
UNE's one.
The final goals of the White
Mules' 7-0 victory were made by
Kim Waldron '99, Whitney Starr
'02 and Anne Hottle '01.

Head coach Jen Holsten '90
was pleased with the team'sperformance, calling the game "a
great home opener ... a great rebound after a really tough start
after Amherst," to whom they
lost.
The team is striving for an
undefeated home record. They
have only had two losses at home
in the past three seasons. And
considering their performance on
Thursday, that goal is well within
reach.
But last Saturday's contest
was different. The Lady Mules
wished they could have borrowed some of the goals against
UNE, when they lost a tight 1-0
game to Clark in Worcester,Massachusetts.
The Cougars scored just 4:32
into the first half , and that was all
for either team's offense. Colby
took 14 shots on goal and Clark
made 16 attempts. Stellar performance by Colby goalie Heather
Garni '99and Clark'sAlysonParish
madefor a defensive battle But the
Mules'effortswereto hoavail
"It was definitely a frustrating game due to the fact that I
think we outplayed Clark for the
major ity of the game," said cocaptain Garni. "We just couldn 't
get the ball in the net."
Colby 's record dropped to 1-

2-O.Q

White Mule golfers take
to the green in Rockland
GREENLEAF

Contributing Writer
The Colb y m en 's golf team
fared well last year. The 1997
squa d won one of t he ir seven
ma tches and p lace d in the t op
f ive three times. This year ,
t hey 're back for more.
At the Terrier Invitational in
Rockland , Ma ine , the Mules
placed third out of nine teams in
their first match of the season.
The Wh i te Mules f inished seven
shots off the lead of Husson College and the University of Maine
at Farmington, which tied for
first place. Colb y 's four p layers
combined for a score of 326.
Captain Benjamin O'Connell
'99 is excited about this year's
Echo photo by Mcalanie Guryanski
team.
Volleyball prep a r e for
s upcoming MIT match.
We have a lot of strong freshoneace/lSkillsandlOdigS/ andCareywhorGccrdedsixkills men ," he said.
And he 's right.
and five blocks.
The
freshmen led the Mules
The Mules next travel to MIT on Friday and Saturthroug hout the tournament. Ben
day, September 25-26.Q

MkmmimmlMmm ^M * Sports Calendar, see page 14
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• Women 's tennis falls to Middlebur y, see page 15
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BY CAITLIN COYLE
In the women's field hockey
season opener last Tuesday, Sept.
17, the Lad y White Mules beat
the ranked Plymouth State Panthers 4-1. The victory was onl y
the fourth in 16 contests against
the Panthers.
Melanie Estrella '00 started
the scoring for Colb y with the
only goal of the first half. Later ,
an inj ury forced Estrella to
leave the game, but she is expected to return to the field
within a week.
In the second half , forward
Becca Bruce '02 scored the first
two goals of her college career to
put the Mules up 2-1. To seal the
victory, midfielder tri-captain
Jaime Cassid y '00 added a goal
off a pass b y Emiko DomotoReilly '01.
Tri-captains Cassidy, Jessie
Davis '00 and Robynne DeCaprio
'00 all agreed the game was a
"good team effort. " And they
were right. Colby 's potent offense combined for 29 shots on
goal.
On Saturday, Sept. 19, the
Lad y White Mules defeated Gor-
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Powell '02 had the best Colb y
score with a 78 , placing sixth
overall in a field of 45 golf ers.
Matt Simard '02 wasn't far behind with a score of 82. The
Mu les w ill a l so b e look ing t o
Scott Bixb y '01 for support.
"We 're look ing for [Scot t ] t o
be one of our t op p layers ," said
O'Connell.
Head coach James Tortorella ,
enter ing h is fourth year , is counting on O'Connell.
"Ben 's leadershi p as a fouryear starter w ill be influent ial ,"
he said.
With starters from last year
returning, and promising freshmen already prov ing themselves
on the links, Tortorella wants to
improve on last year's season.,
"We want to do better than
we did last year, and w ith Ben 's
[O'Connell] level of enthusiasm
we should be able to do that."
The men will participate in
the Maine State Tournament in
Portland on Friday, Sept. 21.?

